Beard and Moustache Contest
presented by Jaime B Cosmetology & The Fillmore of Manistee
CATEGORIES:
The listed criteria is to help each contestant choose their category wisely. We will also have a panel of judges
during check in to help assure you are placed in the proper category prior to competing
RULES:
Legal styling aids include only WAX, HAIRSPRAY, and other products designed for styling HAIR. The use of hair
extensions/fake hair of any kind, pins, clips or supporting elements while on stage is prohibited. (the ONLY
exceptions to this will be the Artistic Categories).
Contestants may enter both the facial hair category and 1 Artistic category of their choice.

Artistic Categories:
Entry open to Everyone, ALL ages, male or female
This category is all about having FUN! The Beards and Moustaches created here will be artificial and hopefully
super imaginative creations. They need to either literally or abstractly resemble facial hair of any category in our
competition.
The Realistic:
Contestant goal is to create the most realistic looking facial hair possible. Needs to be true to form and as realistic
as possible. Make us believe it's growing from your face.
The Creative:
Contestant goal is to create the most creative and fantastic design you can possibly can imagine inspired by facial
hair. Creativity in materials and emphasis on quality craftsmanship is encouraged. We want to be blown away by
your works of facial hair ART!
Moustache Categories:
Entry open to anyone with natural facial hair only. Moustaches need to be composed of facial hair above the upper
lip. (Moustache hairs can start growing from but need to end at a maximum of 5/8" beyond the edge of the upper
lip.)
The Natural Moustache:
Just natural, no closed curls, may be shaped, no styling aids allowed
The Hungarian Moustache:
Large and bushy, hairs combed from upper middle lip to sides, styling aids allowed

The Imperial Moustache:
Small and bushy with tips curving upward. Only hairs on upper lip may be grown out, styling aids allowed
Free Style:
Lets get crazy people! Have fun with your design and styling of your natural moustache, styling aids allowed
Partial Beard Categories:
Entry open to anyone with natural facial hair only. A partial beard is any facial hair that is neither a beard or a
moustache
The Natural Goatee:
A goatee as it grows naturally, moustache not required, no styling aids. *Must be clean shaven along the ears at
least 1.5" between the onset of head hair and goatee
Sideburns/Mutton Chops:
Must be true side burn. No natural or shaven gap by the ear, chin needs to be shaven at least 1.5". Moustache is
optional and may or may not be connected. No styling aids
Alaskan Whaler/Amish:
Bushy hair grown on cheeks, chin, and lower lip, no styling aids
Triple point/Musketeer:
Narrow chin beard that comes to a point. Moustache is narrow, long, curved, and combed to sides, styling aids
allowed
The Free Style Partial Beard:
Lets get crazy and have some fun! Free design and styling of the natural partial beard. Must be clean shaven 1.5"
either on the chin, cheek, or between head hair and beard. Styling aids allowed
Full Beard Categories:
Entry open to anyone with natural facial hair only. A full beard is hair on the upper and lower lip, the chin, cheeks,
sideburns, without any natural or shaven gap.
Lengths will be measured from bottom of lower lip.
The Verdi
Beard: Short and round at bottom, no longer than 4" below bottom of the lower lip, left as it grows natural, no
styling aids or tucking
Moustache: Needs to be prominent and not styled with the beard, styling aids
The Garibaldi
Beard: round and wide at the bottom, no longer than 8" below bottom of the lower lip, left as it grows natural, no
styling aids or tucking
Moustache: May not be separated from the beard, left as it grows natural, no styling aids
The Natural Full Beard Under 12"
Beard and moustache left as they grow natural, no styling, the more natural the better, no styling aids

The Natural Full Beard Over 12"
Beard and moustache left as they grow natural, no styling, the more natural the better, no styling aids
The Free Style Beard
Get crazy and Creative and have fun! Free design of natural beard. Styling aids Allowed.
The Etched Beard/The Game Keeper
Short beard no longer than 1/2", trimmed shaped/carved into clean well executed patterns and designs, no styling
aids.
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